this paper presents an experimental implementation of a new direct torque control strategy of induction machine called twelve sectors direct torque control strategy (12_DTC) using DSPACE TMS 320F2812.The aim of this work is to give an experimental performance analysis of 12_DTC in term of torque, currents distortions and stator flux, to validate simulation results obtained in previous works.
INTRODUCTION
Traditionally, variable speed electric machines were based on DC motors, since the magnetic flux and torque are easily controlled by the stator and rotor current, respectively [1] . For the last two decades, DC motors was replaced by AC motors. Induction Machine (IM) is one of the robust AC motors that have been widely used in industry. However, due to their highly coupled non-linear structure, a high performance control of IM is a challenging problem [2] . During the last decade, a new control method called DTC has been created. DTC is characterized by his simple implementation and robustness. However, C_DTC has some disadvantages compared with new DTC strategies, like a slow response in both starts up and changes in either flux or torque [3] also the distortions are one of their main drawbacks. Different solutions have been proposed to overcome the mentioned drawbacks, 12_DTC [3] . The aim of this paper is to validate simulation results by presenting experimental results and give an analysis of the 12_DTC, to figure out the advantages and disadvantages of this strategy and find out new way to improve 12_DTC.
PRINCIPE OF 12_ DTC
Since M. Depenbrock and I. Takahashi proposed DTC for IM in the middle of 1980's, more than decade has passed. It is getting more and more popular nowadays. The instantaneous values of the stator flux and torque are calculated from stator variable by using a closed loop estimator [4] . As shown in Fig. 1 , stator flux and torque can be controlled directly and independently by properly selecting the inverter switching configuration.
Fig. 1: block diagram of the DTC control technique
By using a α-β stationary stator reference frame, the stator flux linkage and electromagnetic torque are calculating by using:
(1) Where:
The angle is equal to:
The block diagram of the classical DTC technique stills the same for the 12_DTC [6] . In fact, for both techniques each stator voltage has an effect on the flux and torque. When the stator flux is in sector S i , the vectors or are selected to increase its amplitude, and or to decrease it. However or increase the torque and or decrease it. Tab. 1 and Fig.2 presents the effect of stator voltage in flux and torque for the first and the twelfth sector. It's clearly noticed in Tab.1 that all the six vectors are used disappearing all ambiguities. In fact, in C_DTC there are two states per sector i that present a torque ambiguity which are and . Therefore, they are never used. In a same way, in M_DTC there are two states per sector i that introduce flux ambiguity which are and , so they are never used either. If the stator flux locus is divided into twelve sectors [7] instead of just six, all six active states will be used per sector and the problem of ambiguity of both flux and torque will be solved. Switching table of the 12_DTC becomes Tab.2. It is obvious that V1 will produce a large increase in flux and a small increase in torque in sector S 12 . On the contrary, V 2 will increase the torque in large proportion and the flux in a small one. It is reasonable to deduce that the torque error should be divided in the number of intervals that later on will be measured. Therefore, the hysteresis block should have four hysteresis levels as it suggested in 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To validate the simulation results, an experiment has been set up [7] . DSPACE card based on a Texas Instrument TMS320F2812 fixed point DSP is used. The control is transcribed in MATLAB/Simulink. The real time interface (RTI) is used to build real time code, and to download and execute this code on Dspace hardware. 
CONCLUSION
In this paper an experimental analysis of the 12_DTC strategy have been presented. This work began by explaining the principle of the 12_DTC. The proposed models have been implemented using DSPACE board jointed with fixed point DSP, TMS320F2812. Even if the experimental results present no big improvement in term of torque distortions for 12_DTC, the noises in the IM are clearly decreasing. In fact, 12_DTC associated to a multivel inverter give the precision wanted by giving a huge number of vectors, the adequate vector is chosen to have a big or small variation and better performances will be obtained. This strategy will be tested by simulation and validated by experimentation in future works. 
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